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Officials deared out a Dallas-area
elementary school briefly Thursday
morning after a second-grade
student brought a deactivated hand
grenade for show and tell.The school
was evacuated until police arrived
and inspected the object. The
grenade was a paperweight.
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Candidates debate issues, ideas
Goals explained as election draws near
CASSIE MORIEN
Staff Writer

Tempers remained generally calm and collected
among the three student
body presidential tickets on
Thursday as the candidates
elaborated on their specific
platforms and answered student inquires.
More than 130 students
piled inside the UCF Stu-
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dent Union to hear from
Brian Peterson and Andrick
Lewis, Stephen Mortellaro
and Brendon Rivard, and
Andrew Stein and Chace
Peckham.
The
candidates
answered questions ranging
from their main platform
points to the candidates'
personal weaknesses.
"I bleed black and gold,"
Peterson said. "I love this

0

For more photos of
~he debate, go to
www.UCFNews.com

university.''
Peterson and Lewis
explained that their three
platform goals focused on
improving campus life,
enhancing academic excelPLEASE SEE
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The SGA presidential and vice presidential candidates discuss platforms Thursday.
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Federal medicinal
marijuana user talks to
students-.. SEE NEWS,A2
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Beads away! Find out what
happens when Mardi Gras
meets Pirates of the Caribbean
at the Gaspari/la Pirate Festival
-

AMichigan zoo is hosting an exotic,
erotic afternoon on Valentine's Day,
when consenting adults will get an
unabashed look at how wild animals
make babies.The $SO-per-couple,
adults-only event at Binder Parle Zoo
- dubbed"Zoorotica" - is sold
out, and there's even a waiting list.

SEE VARIETY,A9
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JORDAN KEYES.
Contributing Writer
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Breaking
news on
your cell

HELP VUCF BUILD
HOUSES FOR HABITAT
FOR HUMANITY

Plus:

Rock out with the Lobster

Help build houses for families in
need at the Habitat for Humanity
Volunteer Day, presented by
Volunteer UCF. The event will take
place Saturday from 7:15 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.Call 407-823-6471.

Read more about
the 8-52s cottcert
and how the newwave band turned
the House of Blues
intoa"Love
Shack!'
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Aformer Florida lawmaker fired
from the Department of Juvenile
Justice after being accused of
viewing adult pornography on his
state laptop said Thursday he
didn't access the images himself

NATION & WORLD, A4

OBAMA CELEBRATES
LINCOLN'S 200TH
BIRTHDAY AT FORD'S
President Barack Obama stood
beneath the flag-draped box
where Abraham Lincoln was shot
inside Ford's Theatre, honoring the
"hallowed space" on the eve of
Lincoln's 200th birthday.
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FORMER LAWMAKER
SAYS PORN WAS A
SETUP BY MANAGERS
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Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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Facing a multi-billion dollar
deficit, the state will be forced to i
change the Bright Futures Scholar- 1
ship Program by heightening l
restrictions or lowering awards.
!
Christopher Hudson, legisla- l
tive assistant to Florida State Senator and UCF alumnus Lee Con- ,
stantine, said changes at the hand
of state-wide budget cuts are .
1.
inevitable.
·
"Sen. Constantine has always
had higher education as a priority, .
but we basically as a legislature
this year have to · accept the fact I
that the cuts in the budget are r
going to occur," Hudson said.· !
"[Constantine] is always working ,
for higher education and he's f
working hard to make sure the 1
cuts ~ Bright Futures are· not i
going to be deep."
l

Keeping it ·
auNatu·ra

i
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FUTURES ON AS

Check out the renovated
coffee barjust down the
street that offers drinks,
food and entertainment.

Speaker says to procrastinate
KATHLEEN COULTER
Contributing Writer

0

ne in 200 graduate students attempts suicide because
they feel overwhelmed by work, according to comic
strip author Jorge Cham.
"There is another way," Cham said. "That way is the
way of procrastination."
Using both humor and research, Cham sympathized with the
stress graduate students are under and advised them to combat it
with procrastination during his presentation, The Power of Procrastination, in the UCF Student Union Tuesday.
·
"The real problem is not there aren't enough hours in the day,"
Cham said. "The real problem is guilt. There is always something
you should be, could be doing."
Cham, 32, created the comic strip Piled Higher and
Deeperwhile he was procrastinating from his doctoral research in mechanical engineering at Stanford
University, he said. It is a comic strip about the ~ck
of life in graduate school.
Song Wang, vice president of the UCF Graduate
Student Association, said he learned to not be too
flexible and to keep himself motivated from
Cham's graduation equation: Age equals flexibility over motivation.
"I'm a big procrastinator," Wang, 26, said. "I stay
in this situation because the thing I want to do is
not what I have to do."
Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein are among
history's famous procrastinators, Cham said.
While researching Cham found people are less
PLEASE SEE
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Students
find reel
for now success at
MovieFest
Jorge Cham, the author
and illustrator of Piled
Higher and Deeper, a
comic strip about
graduate students,
spoke to an audience
on Wednesday about
the pressure related to
graduate studies.
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE

STEPHANIE DE SOUSA
Staff Writer

Hundreds of UCF students
broke a record at this year's Campus
MovieFest finale at The Venue
Tuesday night.
Two hundred and fifty-six teams
participated, the most teams registered at any given school in CMF
history, said CMF cofounders Vijay
Makar and David Roemer.
More than 1,000 people gathered
to watch the top 16 short films from
this year's competition, which heralds itself as the world's largest student film festival.
"It's hard to deny that the students love it," Makar said.
In its third year coming to UCF,
CMF gave out awards for best pkture, best drama and best comedy.
The best picture award went to
UCF junior film major Rosaline
Cabrera's The Golden Armadillo.
Inspired by roadkill, the short
was about a not-so-heroic warrior's search for a legendary
PLEASESEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Building houses for humanity
· Help build houses for
families in need at the
Habitat for Humanity Volunteer Day, presented by
Volunteer UCF.
The event will take
place Saturday from 7:15
am to 2:30 p.m. Volunteers
can meet to carpool at the
Lake Claire Pavilion.
Please dress for the weather, as the event is outdoors.
Wear clothes you don't
mind getting dirty, as well
as closed-toe shoes.
Call 407-823-6471 for
more information.

11te Student Newspaperat I/CFsincr 1968
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Vol 41, Issue 17 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ F1orfda Future Is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the Unive™ty of Central AoJida.

Opinions In the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff

Arboretum to be at the library
As part of the library's
weekly program, Campus
Connections, there will be
representatives from the
Arboretum visiting on
Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2:30
p.m.
They will be located at
a table inside the library.
Call 407-823-3604 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Former lawmaker says porn
on computer was a setup

•
•

•
•

TALLAHASSEE - A
former Florida lawmaker
fired from the Department
of Juvenile Justice after
being accused of viewing
adult pornography on his
state laptop said Thursday
he didn't access the
images and that senior
managers set him up.
The
department
released a 13-page report
on the contents of former
state Rep. Gus Barreiro's
laptop on Wednesday. The
report says the computer
was used to view 42 Web
pages "sexually explicit,
sexually provocative and
other content."
An examination of the
laptop also showed that a
user had logged on to an
Internet site that advertises itself as the "ultimate
source" for "Free Sex Personals, Adult Dating,
Amateurs· & Swingers."
The user logged in as
"cubancigarl07"
and
searched for member profiles and video. Barreiro
was born in Cuba and represented district 107 as a
lawmaker.
Using a state computer
to access such sites violates department policy on
Internet use and employee
conduct.
Barreiro said Thursday
he had "absolutely not"
accessed any of the 382
images cited in the report.
"One thing I do know:
It was all staged," Barreiro
said.
Barreiro, 49, was fired
in January as the department's chief of residential
programs, a job he had
held since March. The former Republican from
Miami Beach was elected
to the House in 1998 and
left in 2006 because of
term limits.
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Elvy Musikka, a federal medical marijuana patient, speaks to members of NORML@ UCF on Wednesday night about her experience with medicinal usage.
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Nation's wide
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products seen as
hypocritical by
legal user
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Glaucoma patient Elvy Musikka receives 8 ounces of federally
grown marijuana from the government every month, which she can
legally possess, transport and consume, she said.
She urged UCF students
Wednesday night to contest the
scrutiny marijuana faces from
society, legislation and law .
enforcement.
The National Organization for
Reform of Marijuana Laws at UCF
hosted the event. NORML@ UCF
President Brendon Rivard said he
hoped Musikka's talk would challenge stereotypes about marijuana
users.
"Marijuana isn't just like
Cheech and Chong," Rivard said.
"People are suffering in pain, and
they're being denied medication."
Musikka said becoming a federally supplied medicinal marijuana
patient was a strenuous experience.
"I had to go through 12 years of
hell and lose an eye before I got
placed on the list," Musikka said.
She said she is one of only four
remaining participants in this federal medicinal marijuana program. Musikka travels the country to speak about the end of marijuana prohibition and the beginning of
Musikka was born with con- nationwide legalization. She urges students to write to local legislators to work toward new laws.
genital cataracts and later developed glaucoma by her 30s, result- criminalized records due to mari"Tax it, by all means, if you
ing in a succession of multiple juana possession charges."
want," she said. "But there shouldocular surgeries to attempt reducShe said she blanies a combina- n't be any laws which undercut the
ing the affects of her condition. tion of government, business and natural law of self-preservation."
She said the surgeries only caused street politics for the stigmas marMusikka said the new administhe loss of her right eye, and the ijuana users face. Musikka said tration presents a window of
most critical and successful part of she believes the liberal use of opportunity for her cause and that
her treatment has been the use of hemp by the government on a reg- she hoped to motivate her audimedicinal cannabis in her regi- ular basis while simultaneously ence to influence legislators to
ment. .
criminalizing its medicinal and legalize marijuana.
The process required her to recreational use is, "nothing less
"Obama may be the one to
attend the Bascom Palmer Eye than hypocrisy."
change things, but he can't do it
Institute in Miami,
without us,'' she said.
where· she collaborated
Sophomore
and
with doctors to present
NORML
member
&
her case before the fedAndrew Walsh said he
eral government, argubelieves American culing the validity of her
ture may not be comcondition, she said.
fortable with marijuana
Musikka said she
use because of its
now spends most of her
dependency in refined
time on the road, advochemical medications.
cating the end of mari"We need to alter the
juana prohibition.
impression that the
"I've been using
medicinal marijuana
marijuana for 34 years,
movement isn't legiti12 of them illegally, so I
. mate,'' he said. Andrew
know what it is like to
said he believes one of
be considered a crimithe greatest issues
nal,'' Musikka said. She
medicinal marijuana
said she was once
faces is its "herbal" or
acquitted of possession
"homeopathic" image.
charges.
Musikka said she
"Eight hundred thourecognizes the difficulty
.
sand individuals a year
in advocating legalizaGlaucoma is a disease that is caused by increased pressure in the eye. This can
are arrested for the viction.
lead to loss of peripheral vision and eventually, if left untreated, total blindness.
timless crime of pos"Remember,
the
Internal optic pressure, IOP, can be increased by one of many causes including
sessing
marijuana,''
improbable takes a
but not limited to: Age, diabetes, extreme myopia, previous eye surgery,
Musikka said. "The
while,'' she said. "The
steroids, migraines, high blood pressure, vasospasm, cardiovascular diseases,
United States has 20
impossible takes even
family history, pseudoexfoliat syndrome, a miss~apen iris or race.
.
million people with
longer."
A medical use of marijuana has been to lower mtraocular pressure (IOP) in
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Today Today:
Mostly sunny skies. Winds
MOSTLY
SUNNY

FORT LAUDERDALE
- A jury on Thursday
began debating whether a

LOCAL ON A4
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Debate begins for jury in
lawsuit against Philip Morris
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NEWSROOM

New Judaic studies speaker
Professor Pan Guang
will speak, on "Jews in
China" on Tuesday at 12
p.m. in Classroom Building 1, Room 103.
The lecture is sponsored by the Judaic Studies
Program, in cooperation
with Central Florida Hillel
Call 407-823-5129 for
more information.

••

or the University administration. All conteit is property
of the CentralFlorida Future and may not be reprinted In
part or in whole without permission from the p11blisher.

Mass in Union on Sundays
Join the faith community for a student Catholic
Mass on Sundays at 6 p.m.
in the Student Union
Room 316. All are welcome to come pray and
worship.
Call 407-823-6960 for
more information.
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High:80°
Low:600-

MOSTLY SUNNY

east at 9 mph.
Tonight: A few clouds from time
to time. Winds SE at 9 mph.

Sunday
ISOL. T-STORMS
~

High:84°
Low:61°
High:80°
Low:61°
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
. considered for the Around
Campus column. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Frid,w edition.
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golden armadillo in a forest.
"To be called the best
picture, I think that's phenomenal, considering I
only had two days to work
on this because of my busy
school schedule and my
work schedule," Cabrera
said
The award for best
drama went to The Love
Story ofPeter Fracken, even
though the film was categorized as a comedy.
Whenever the clumsy
character Peter Fracken
sees a girl he wants to talk
to, he chokes on his food,
falls, trips, stabs himself in
the eye with his fork or
experiences some other
unfortunate incident.
The award for best
comedy went to Hit Me, a
film about a two hit men,
one who is not completely
accurate and one who is
not very discreet. The end
has a surprising twist when
both men fmd out they are
after the same target.
Sophomore Madeline
Verba said participating in
CMF helped solidify her
career goals. After filming
the short Not So Sweet,
Verba said she defmitely
wants to continue in her
radio-television major.
"I just wanted to make_

I)

)

•

Expanded
Hours/

Open

COURTESY CAMPUS MOVIEFEST

Students watch the movies of their peers during the Campus MovieFest finale.

sure that it's what I wanted
to do for the rest ofmy life,"
Verba said
Sponsored by the Campus Activities Board and
CMF corporate sponsors,
the event was free for all
students who participated
Each team was given a
video camera, a laptop with
editing software and one
week to make a five-minute
short. CMF also provided
technical support and
equipment training for the
students.
Of the ill films submitted, CMF narrowed down
the top 30 to 40 films, CAB
Cinema Director Tiffany
Patterson said Those were
judged by a panel of UCF
students and faculty and
CMF representatives, who
then picked the top 16
films.
"It's amazing to see
what people can come up
with," Patterson said. "I
really hope people had an

outlet for their creativity.''
CAB also gave out rafile
prizes for the audience and
awards for the best actress
and actor.
Alex Nelson won the
award for best actor in
Stand-Up of the Vampire.
Nelson played a vampire
who wanted to be a standup comedian.
''My short - it was like
a vacuum that sucked the
air out of the room," said
Nelson, a junior majoring
in cinema studies.
The winners of the best
picture, drama and comedy
won prizes such as iPod
Shuffles and Final Cut Studio 2 editing software and
will move on to the Southern Regional Grand Finale
in Atlanta on March 29.
An International Grand
Finale will take place at
Paramount Studios in Hollywood, Calif., in June for
the winners from each
region

Sundays!
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Students fight back against
expanded tuition plan
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man who chain-smoked at
least two packs of cigarettes a day for decades
was helplessly addicted to
nicotine as his widow
claimed in a lawsuit seeking damages for his death
from tobacco giant Philip
Morris.
The lawsuit by Elaine
Hess, widow of Stuart
Hess, is the first of about
8,000 such cases to go to
trial since the Florida
Supreme Court in 2006
threw out a $145 billion
class-action jury award
filed by thousands of
smokers and their families.
The state's high court
upheld the conclusion that
tobacco companies knowingly sold dangerous products and concealed smoking's health risks, but ruled
each case must be proven
individually. If the jury
finds Hess was addicted
and that caused his death
from lung cancer, the issue
of money d~ges would
be decided later.
In closing arguments
Thursday, Hess attorneys
Gary Paige and Alex
Alvarez said Stuart Hess
smoked heavily for 40
years and tried numerous
times to quit, even trying
hypnosis at one point. But
they said the nicotine was
too powerful, forcing Hess
to continue smoking even
as he was undergoing
chemotherapy before he
died in 1997 at age 55.
Kenneth Reilly, attorney for Richmond, Va.based Philip Morris - a
unit of Altria Group said Hess' own medical
records show that he was
able to quit from titne to
time but made the decision each time to resume
smoking despite doctor's
advice to stop.

•
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STATE COLLEGE, Pa.
Penn State student
leaders railed Monday
against Gov. Ed Rendell's
plan to help cash-strapped
college students pay their
tuition bills, contending it
will leave students at
Pennsylvania's
largest
public university emptyhanded
Several dozen students
and staffers gathered on
the steps of the administration building at Penn
· State's main University
Park campus.
Rendell last week proposed legalizing video
poker machines and using
the proceeds to help ease
the tuition crunch for students entering any of the
state's 14 state-owned universities or 14 community
colleges this fall.
Left out, though, are
students attending Pennsylvania's four "state-related" institutions - the University of Pittsburgh, as
well as Lincoln, Temple
and Penn State universities.
Rendell
spokesman
Chuck Ardo said the
tuition aid proposal was
limited to state-owned
schools and community
college because the government has more control
over their budgets. He said
those institutions' tuition
increases have been held
more in line with inflation
than those at state-related
institutions.
Students whose family
income is less than
$100,000 would be eligible
for as much as $7,600 in
financial aid for tuition,
books, fees, and room and
board
Penn State enrolled
more than 86,000 students
in the fall, not including
those
taking
classes
online. More than 43,200
attend the University Park
campus.
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEDIA GUESTS
Just Added: TRICIA HELFER - Saturday only
JAMES CALLIS • BEAU BRIDGES • MICKY DOLENZ
MICHAEL PAPAJOHN • MARGOT KIDDER • ALAINA HUFFMAN
JENNIFER HALLEY • LUCIANA CARRO • DIRK BENEDICT
HERBERT JEFFERSON • PETER MAYHEW • CAITLIN GlASS
MELODY ANDERSON • ANNE LOCKHART • RICHARD LEPARMENTIER
AMI DOLENZ • AARON DISMUKE • COLLEEN CLINKENBEARD
JAMES HAMPTON • LOU FERRIGNO • AL SNOW • CHRISTY HEMME
TRACI BROOKS • VIC MIGNOGNA • FELIX SlllA • DARCY DEMOSS
PHILLIP MORRIS• CHARLOTTE KEMP• PHOENICIA• MIA ST.JOHN
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President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama are presented with a
replica of the Gettysburg Address by an actor portraying Abraham Lincoln.

Obama celebrates Lincoln's
200th birthday at theater

Russian and U.S.satellites
collide, cause debris field

WASHINGTON
President Barack Obama
stood beneath the flagdraped box where Abraham Lincoln was shot
inside Ford's Theatre,
honoring the "hallowed
space" on the eve of the
16th president's 200th
birthday. ,
Hollywood stars and
Washington power brokers celebrated the theater's reopening·Wednesday night, hearing Obama
praise one of his favorite
presidents for Lincoln's
conviction that a divided
nation could be made
whole
Surrounded by actors
and artists, Obama said
Lincoln's passion for education and the arts will
thrive at the famous theater after its recent $25
million renovation. The
theater is reopening after
18 months of installing
more comfortable seats, a
modern lobby and new
dressing rooms.
Those in the audience
stood and turned to
applaud Obama and first
lady Michelle Obama as
they made their way
down the aisle to the tune
of "Hail to the Chief."
Violinist Joshua Bell
opened the show with a
traditional spiritual on a
violin that hadn't been
played since the night
Lincoln was shot in 1865.
Later, a video was played
of former presidents
Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, George HW. Bush
and George W. Bush reading
the
Gettysburg
Address. The film will be
added to the theater's
museum.

MOSCOW -The collision between U.S. and
Russian communication
satellites this week - the
first such crash in space
- has created speeding
clouds of debris that
threaten other unmanned
spacecraft in nearby
orbits, Russian officials
and experts said Thursday.
The smashup 500
miles over Siberia on
Tuesday
involved
a
derelict Russian spacecraft designed for military
communications and a
working U.S. Iridium
satellite, which serves
commercial customers as
well as the U.S. Department of Defense.
In a statement Thursday, Iridium, based in
Bethesda,
Maryland,
denied that it was responsible for the crash. The
collision scattered space
debris in orbits 300 to 800
miles
above
Earth,
according to Maj.-Gen.
Alexander
Yakushin,
chief of staff for the Russian
military's
Space
Forces.
But Igor Lisov, a
prominent Russian space
expert, said Thursday he
did not understand why
NASA'.s debris experts
and Iridium had failed to
prevent the collision,
since the Iridium satellite
was active and its orbit
could be adjusted
Lisov said the debris
may threaten a large number of earth-tracking and
weather satellites in similar orbits.
Both the U.S. Space
Surveillance
Network
and Russian Space Forces
are tracking the debris,
believed to be traveling at
speeds of around 200
meters - or about 660
feet - per second
NASA said it would
take weeks to know the
full magnitude of the
crash, but both NASA and
Russia's Roscosmos agencies said there was little
risk to the international
space station and its three
crew members.
Some
Soviet-built,
nuclear-powered satellites long out of action in
higher orbits may also be
vulnerable to collisions,
Lisov said If one of them
collides with the debris,
the radioactive fallout
would pose no threat to
Earth, Lisov said, but its
speeding wreckage could
multiply the hazard to
other satellites.

FBI headquarters evacuated
after powder found in room
EL PASO, Texas The FBI headquarters in
El Paso was evacuated
Wednesday after two
people in the mail room
were exposed to a white
powdery substance in a
letter that was addressed
to Mitt Romney, the former Massachusetts governor and Republican
presidential candidate.
Andrea Simmons, an
FBI spokeswoman, said a
field test showed the
material found Wednesday wasn't hazardous but
more extensive tests are
pending.
The employees who
came in contact with the
powder were treated at
the scene by emergency
medical
personnel.
Everyone else in the federal law enforcement
building, which houses
about 200 FBI employees
and nearly 100 U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency personnel, was sent home
while hazardous materials crews worked to identify the substance.
Simmons said the
powder was in a piece of
mail addressed to Romney with a return address
of the FBI office in El
Paso. She said that it
appeared that the letter
was sent to the FBI
address
after
being
returned as undeliverable.
Simmons said the letter may be connected to
other cases involving
white powder substances.
In December, governor's offices in more than
40 states, including Texas,
received mailings with a
suspicious white powder
that authorities said was
deemed harmless. \J

Kadima Party picks up more
parliament seats in election
JERUSALEM - Final
results in Israel's election
show the moderate Kadima Party has one more
seat in the new parlia- ment than Benjamin
Netanyahu's
hawkish
Likud
Kadima won 28 and
Likud 27 in the 120-seat
parliament.
But the parliament has
a majority among hardline parties, making it easier for Netanyahu to form
the next government and
take over as prime minister. Netanyahu opposes
talks on a peace treaty
with the Palestinians.
That could put him in
conflict with the Obama
administration.
Kadi.m.a leader Tzipi
Livni, who is the current
foreign minister, is also
trying to attract coalition
partners.
-
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He kee~s
the HEATon
their feet
Barry University faculty member Dr. James Losito
specializes in fancy footwork.

In addition to serving as the Miami Heat's team
podiatric physician, Dr. Losito teaches podiatry at
one of only two programs in the nation affiliated
with a comprehensive university.
Barry University's program in
podiatric medicine
and surgery
offers
extensive
research facilities,

distinguished hospital
and medical center affiliations,
and excellent opportunities
for residency programs and
extemships across the
United States.
As a student at Barry University,
you join 'a caring, Catholic community
on a graceful, green campus in
Miami Shores, Florida.
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To find out more about Barry,just
put one foot in front of the other.
Visit www.barzy.edu/podiatric.

Where you belong
SCHOOL OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130 • 800-756-6000, ext. 3130
E-mail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/podiatrlc
Photography by mariapaola
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Commerce secretary nominee withdraws
LIZ SIDOTI & DAVID ESPO
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Saying, "I made a mistake,"
Republican Sen. Judd
Gregg of New Hampshire
abruptly withdrew as commerce secretary nominee
on Thursday and drew a
testy reaction from the
White House, suddenly
coping with the third Cabinet withdrawal of Barack
Obama's young presidency.
Gregg cited "irresolvable
conflicts"
with
Obama's handling of the
economic stimulus and
2010 census in a statement
released without warning
by his Senate office.
Later, at a news conference in the Capitol, he
sounded more contrite.
"The president asked
me to do it," he said of the
job offer. "I said. 'Yes.' That
was my mistake."
Obama offered a somewhat different account
from Gregg.
"It comes as something
of a surprise, because the
truth. you know, Mr. Gregg

approached us with interest and seemed enthusiastic," Obama said in an interview with the Springfield
(fil) Journal-Register. "But
ultimately, I think, we're
going to just keep on making efforts to build the kind
of bipartisan consensus
around important issues
that I think the American
people are looking for.''
White
House
spokesman Robert Gibbs
said once it became clear
Gregg was not going to
support some of Obama's
top economic priorities, it
became necessary for
Gregg and the administration "to part ways;' Gibbs
said 'We regret that he has
had a change of heart.''
Gregg said he had
always been a strong fiscal
conservative. "It really wasn't a good pick.'' When the
Senate voted on the president's massive stimulus
plan earlier this week,
Gregg did not vote. The bill
passed with all Democratic
votes and just three Republican votes.
The unexpected withdrawal marked the latest

setback for Obama in his
attempt to build a Cabinet. It
came as the new president
expended political capital in
Washington - and around
the country - for his economic package.
Treasury Secretary Tim
Geithner was confirmed
despite revelations that he
had not paid some ofhis taxes
on tune, and former Senate
Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle withdrew as nominee as health and human
services secretary in a tax
controversy.
New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson was Obama's first
choice as Conunerce Secretary.
He withdrew several
weeks ago following disclosure that a grand jury is investigating allegations of wrongdoing in the awarding of
contracts in his state.
Richardson has not been
implicated personally.
Gregg was one of three
Republicans Obama had put

RON EDMONDS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

In this Feb. 3 file photo, President Barack Obama listens to Sen.Judd Gregg, a New Hampshire Republican, after his selection.

in his Cabinet to emphasize
his campaign pledge that he
would be an agent of bipartisan change.
White House Chief of
Staff · Rahm Emanuel said
Obama and .Gregg met in the
Oval Office on Wednesday

and there were no hard feelings.
"It's better we figured this
out now than later;• Emanuel
said. "It's unfortunate. ...
There's a disappointment."
In an interview with the
Associated Press, Gregg said,

"For 30 years, I've been my
own person in charge of my
own views, and I guess I hadn't really focused on the job of
working for somebody else
and carrying their views, and
so this is basically where it
came out.''
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·Futures is key
in picking UCF
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cent. I'll be living at
home, and I won't have to
~ the 2007-08 school
pay anything."
year,
UCF
students
Elias said without
received nearly $55 mil- Bright
Futures,
she
lion in Bright Futures wouldn't be attending
scholarships, according UCF.
to the UCF Office of StuStudents who already
dent Financial Assis- have the award will be
tance. About 50 percent protected by a grandfaof all UCF undergraduate ther clause, Hudson said.
students have Bright
In early 2008, bills
Futures.
were introduced in both
Freshman Nicholas the state House and state
Stewart said his decision Senate that would reduce
to attend a Florida school the funding provided to
was influenced by his students not pursuing a
Bright Futures scholar- major in the field of sciship,
ence, technology, engi"Otherwise, I might neering, mathematics,
have looked at colleges education, nursing or
outside of Florida,'' said other health professions.
Stewart, who was also Both of those bills were
considering Xavier Uni- defeated.
versity in Cincinnati. "It's
The
only
other
important to me, because changes made to the promy family doesn't have gram according to the
that much money to sup- Florida Office of Student
port tuition. That was Financial Aid in the past
why I decided to go to a year have been ones that
four-year college.''
affect Early Admit stuHudson said that dents and their ability to
increased standards for apply for Bright Futures
acquiring Bright Futures in their senior y e ar.
funding, such as considAccording to the
eration of a student's Bright Futures Web site,
financial
need,
may the program still probecome a factor.
vides 100 percent of the
''There are things that funds required for tuition
have to be considered to and approved fees for
incorporate a need-based- potential state college
element," Hudson said. students with a 3.5 GPA
"But for the future, and 75 percent of the
[Bright Futures] will tuition for potential state
change. They're going to college students who had
do the best they can, but a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
it's e ither going to get
Florida's legislature
changed or it's going to faces a $2.3 billion budget
deficit, according to the
be gone."
The program has Center on Budget and
helped get Florida stu- Policy Priorities Web
dents into colleges who site.
would not have been able
Hudson said keeping
to afford tuition other- Bright Futures intact
wise, such as Maya Elias, would come at the
a micro and molecular expense of other programs.
biology.
The Orlando resident
"Everyone's got to
said her thought process tighten their belts," he
was, ''Well, I got 100 per- said
FROM
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BlackBerry Pearl 8130: $119.99 2-yr. ·
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·
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Click verizonwireless.com
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ORLANDO 2914 E. Colonial Dr. 407-894-5770
7720 S. Orange Blossom Trail 407-851-9040

OVIEDO 8 155 Red Bug Lake Rd. 407-365-4949
SANFORD 1615 Rinehart Rd. #107 407-321-0186
WATERFORD LAKES 626 N. Alafaya Tri., Ste. 109 407-823-7751
WINTER GARDEN 3107 Daniels Rd., Ste. 102 407-905-4701
Verizon Wireless not
available at all BJ's
Membership Clubs.

Visit the Venzon"Wireless BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
Stere inside one ofthe
area's Cimlit City locatM111s 1 ~800-899~4249
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Strip consoles grads

Candidates aim to serve students
FROM

Al

lence and helping preserve
Bright Futures.
Peterson said he could
not save the scholarship on
his own but needed the aid
of SGA and students.
''I am not Superman." he
said
Stein also included a
promise to protect Bright
Futures in his platforms, but
said he doesn't want to scare
students in the process.
"We are not here to scare
you - that if you don't vote
for Andrew and Chace,
Bright Futures is gone,"
Stein said "We are not here
to run for SGA president
and vice president. We are
here to run for student body
president and vice president."
Mortellaro and Rivard
also said they plan on fighting at the state level to preserve the widely used scholarship.
"We need to make sure if
tuition is going up, so should
the academic quality of the
university;• Mortellaro said

Although all of the candidates pledged to help
secure low tuition rates and
preserve Bright Futures,
none was able to elaborate
on a plan of action.
All of the candidates
pledged to change the procedures of the current SGA
administration by reaching
out to students and serving
students - not their own
personal interests.
"Can I say I aI]:l the best
debater? No;• Peckham said
''I am here to help the UCF
students."
Mortellaro spoke about
placing his own interests
aside to give students a
voice through SGA.
''We thought there was a
gap between student body
and the student government," Mortellaro said.
"Student government is not
speaking with the students,
representing the students.
'!bat is something we want
to change:'
Stein plans on dedicating
a large portion of his campaign to support student
organizations, instead of
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creative under pressure,
citing Newton's form~ation of the theory of gravity
after watching an apple fall
from a tree.
"The real question is:
What was he doing under
that tree?" Cham said to
laughter from an audience
of mostly graduate students.
He said Einstein took it
easy as well
"Einstein
worked
physics equations on the
side," Cham said. "That
kind of worked out for
Albert."

Piled Higher and Deeper is appropriately named
because most graduate students feel that way, said
Christina Trexler, the Student Government Association's graduate affairs
coordinator.
Cham said he has
received e-mails saying he
makes students feel less
alone.
"Maybe [the comic's]
not a huge waste of time,"
Cham said. "It's only a

medium-sized waste of
time."
The audience stayed
lighthearted throughout
the presentation, laughing
as Cham used dry humor
and his cartoons to n:;i.ake
his points. About 150 people filled the room.
"It was not what I
expected," Joseph Paniculangara, 40, a business marketing graduate student
said. "I enjoyed it. I didn't
expect to enjoy it."
Trexler said she coordi. nated the event with the
Student
Government
Association and the Graduate Student Association.
Both groups helped with
funding, ideas and manpower.
Cham said there are two
things on the brains of
graduate students: Free
food and keeping their
adviser
happy.
Sure
enough, the first question
asked during the presentation's Q§x.A was: "Where's
the food?" And the line at
the reception for food was
longer than the one for
Charo's book signing.
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they believed Parking &
Transportation Services
would disagree.
All ofthe candidates said
they are running for office
to serve the students and
maintained that their goals
are all realistic.
"[Peterson and I] want
SGA to be accessible for the
students;' Lewis said "We
want to be there for you as
students."
But accomplishing goals
requires money.
"One of the important ·
thingstorememberistodo
a lot of these things costs a
lot of money;• Peterson said
"[Andrick and I] understand money is an issue to
everyone on campus."
Stein said he believed
students ultimately decide
where funding is dispersed
oncampus.
''We are paying tuition;'
Stein said ''We are the boss
of the school"
Voting begins Monday
and lasts through Wednesday. You can cast your ballot
by
logging
in
to
http://my.uc£edu.

personal goals.
''We are here to represent the students," Stein
said ''We are students:·
All the candidates said
they plan to make UCF a
more environmentally sustainable campus.
"Let's put a recycling bin
in every dorm room on
campus," Stein said "Let's
get it done. We have a whole
section [of our campaign]
dedicated to green initiatives."
Stein and Peckham were
also asked how they
planned to sway Parking &
Transportation Services to
give students the option of
volunteer work for parking
tickets.
"For us to be getting
charged for parking, for not
being able to find enough
spots, is like admitting a
problem," Stein said. "It's
unacceptable to us. Is it a
platform point that pushes
the envelope? Absolutely.
We don't take no for an
answer."
Both Mortellaro and
Peterson responded that
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Knights deserted

ts split

double-header
Offense sputters vs. UNF
CARLOS PINEDA
Contributing Writer

VICTOR CALZADA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF guard Jermaine Taylor shoots over UTEP's Stefon Jackson in the Knights loss in El Paso, Texas,on Wednesday night.

J.T. not enough in El Paso
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

The UCF Men's Basketball team entered the desert
thirsty for a victory, but it
didn't find any satisfaction
Wednesday night.
Out in the west Texas
town of El Paso, the Knights
fell to the UTEP Miners 7368.
Guard Jermaine Taylor
matched a career high with
38 points, but that was overshadowed by too many UCF
mistakes and not enough
contributions from Taylor's
teammates as the Knights
(15-9 overall, 5-5 in Conference USA) lost their third
consecutive game.
"I'm just very disappointed," Taylor said about the
loss. "I thought we bad it. We
played them real close. I
think we gave effort. It was a
step (up) for our last two
games because we didn't
come up and play hard.... We
just came up short.''
The Knights committed
20 turnovers, which the Miners (14-9 overall, 5-4 in CUSA) turned into 17 points.
UCF also committed 29
fouls, which led to the Miners going 31-of-41 at the free-

'

73-68
UTEP vs. UCF
throw line.
The score didn't favor
either team by more than 4
points until UTEP guard
Randy Culpepper hit a couple of free throws to give the
Miners a 56-51 lead with 9:50
remaining.
The Knights stayed in the
game, but the Miners' foul
shots forced UCF to try to
make up more ground than it
could cover.
The Miners nailed 12-of16 shots from the free-throw
line in the game's final 10
minutes. Culpepper and
guard Stefon Jackson did the
bulk ofthe work for UTEP at
the charity stripe, combining
to convert 22-of-25 attempts.
Culpepper led the Miners
with 25 points.
''We knew we needed to
lock [UTEP] down and get
good stops when we needed
them." Taylor said. ''We did
that. We just bailed them out
with fouls."

NEWSTONOTE
SC08JNG SLUMP
During the three-game losing
streak, the Knights are averaging 3
fewer points per game.
TURNOVER TROUBLE
UCF's 20 turnovers were the most
since Dec.30 against Chicago State.

While
the
Knights'
defense was bailing out the
home team, their offense,
outside of Taylor, wasn't
doing them any favors. After
a layup by center Kenrick
Zondervan reduced UCF's
deficit to 61-58 with 7:35 to
play, the Knights made just
two of their final eight shots
from the field, both of which
came from Taylor.
Taylor hit 13 of his 22
attempts. The rest of the
· Knights shot just 6-of-26.
'jermaine was sensational," UCF head coach Kirk
Speraw said in a release.
"Our other guys need to realize that he cannot do it by
himself:'
UCF's biggest lead came
about 7 minutes into the
game when it led 15-9. The
Miners gained a I-point lead
as the final seconds of the
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON AS

The UCF Softball team
split its doubleheader
against North Florida
Wednesday at the UCF
Softball Complex. The
Knights (2-4) picked up a
2-1 victory in the first game
before falling 7-5 in the second
In the first game, the
Knights scored two runs
on four hits. Freshman
Vanessa Perez scored from
first base on an error in the
second inning to tie the
game at 1-1, courtesy of
senior Lindsay Dean's RBI
single.
''.As a senior, it's time for
us to step up and do our
part, because we don't get
to do this again," Dean said
The following inning,
the Knights were back on
the scoreboard when
sophomore Abby McClain
hit a triple, scoring sophomore Tiffany Lane from
f'irstbase.
The Knights were
happy with the win, but
were disappointed with
their offensive output.
''We scored enough for
a win, but we needed to
score more runs," McClain
said. "It would have helped
a lot in the second game,
building confidence. We
want to give the pitchers
our confidence by scoring
runs, and when we don't,
it's disappointing."
Junior pitcher Ashleigh
Cole bad a great performance for UCF, going the
distance with 7.0 innings
pitched and allowing an
unearned run on six hits
with six strikeouts and two
walks. With that performance, Cole (1-1) picked up
her first win of the season.
"I knew my team was
gonna be behind me," Cole
said ''Whatever they were
gonna hit, my team was
going to scoop it up."

7-S
North Florida vs. UCF
G)

Formorephotos
from the game:
www.UCFNews.com

The
second
time
around, UCF was on the
scoreboard right away,
with two first-inning runs
putting the Knights up 2-0.
Both Lane and senior Breanne Javier scored in the
first. Junior Hillary Barrow
provided an RBI double.
After UNF (2-5) scored
a run in each of the second
and third innings, it was a
stalemate until the top of
the fifth. The Ospreys
broke the game open and
scored four runs on five
hits in the fifth to take a 62 lead. UNF scored one
more in the top half of the
sixth, extending its lead to
7-2.
The Knights were able
to rally back in the bottom
half of the sixth inning,
scoring three runs to cut
the deficit to two, at 7-5.
Javier singled, Barrow
followed with a walk and
Perez loaded the bases
with another single. A double play almost cost the
Knights, but with two outs,
Paul and Dean came up big
with an RBI each as UCF
scored 3.
The Knights' comeback
was short-lived, though,
and 7-5 wound up being
the final score.
Magoo Paul started for
the Knights in the second
game. Through three
innings of work she gave
up two earned runs on five
hits, leaving the game with
the score tied
In relief, sophomore
PLEASE SEE
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UCF third baseman Hillary Barrow tries to score against North Florida on
Wednesday. In the two games, Barrow was 2-for-4 against the Ospreys.
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Road trip starts tonight
ALLEN LEVIN
Staff Writer
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After nearly three weeks
and a four-game homestand,
the UCF Women's Basketball
team is returning to the road
to embark on a four-game
swing that includes some
better Conference USA
teams.
It will be the first time
since Jan. 25 that the Knights
will play away from the UCF
Arena, where they are 4-0 in
conference play.
This is a vital road trip for
UCF, which currently has
sole possession of second
place in the conference, as it
will look to gain ground and
attempt to move up to first
place.
They remain one game

behind Southern Miss in the
conference, which has a 9-1
C-USA record, compared to
the Knights' 8-2.
This road trip will be a
huge test for a young team
that is hungry to get better.
"It's critical for us:' UCF
head coach Joi Williams said
"We've done a great job of
defending our home court. It
was important to win those
games. It's just as important
to win on the road ifwe want
to be one of the teams that's
upper echelon in the conference. It's a huge test for us to
go out and perform well on
the road"
If the Knights are going to
have a successful road swing,
they will need to continue
their improved defense, their
stellar team play and their

drive to be a contending
team.
This test begins today
against Marshall, which will
be seeking revenge for an
earlier loss to UCF. In addition to the Thundering Herd,
the Knights will have to
square off against East Carolina on Sunday, another
team they were victorious
against this year.
"It's going to be very
tough, but we have to take it
one game at a time,"
Williams said ''Were playing
two teams we already played
and beaten and there's
always an extra motivation
for them. We know ECU and
Marshall are going to be hungry.
"Everyone wants the best
seed for the tournament.

NEWSTONOTE
IT'S BEEN SUCH ALONG TIME
Tonight's game in Huntington,
W.Va., will be the first road contest
for the Knights since Jan.25.
FAMILIAR FACES
UCF will play Marshall and East
Carolina, teams they already beat.

This is a huge test for us
because we haven't been on
the road in a while. I made
this to see what we look like
and if we can compete:'
They will also face UTEP
and Tulane on the back end
of the road trip, two teams
that remain close behind in
the standings with 6-4 league
records.
The Knights can attain a
very good seed in the conference tournament ifthey have
a successful road trip.

Though the Knights will
have their work cut out for
them on this trip, they are a
strong, young team that has
matured and begun to play to
its potential.
The squad has a 3-6 road
record, but two ofthose three
have been conference victories.
The road trip is an opportunity for UCF to gain
ground and earn respect.
''Everyone is trying to get
to top spot," Williams said.
"They feel like they need to
win to get a good seed We
have the opportunity to jump
up a spot in the standings.
"I think all teams pick it
up anther level this time of
year. We might have a target
on our back but we still feel
like were trying to earn
respect for this program.
That's how we look at every
game. We still need to earn
respect:'
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UCF hosts Tulsa
FROM A7

half ticked away, but
momentum found its way
back onto the Knights'
side a few moments later.
Taylor Young found an
unguarded Taylor on the
right wing, and he hit a 3pointer as time expired to
give UCF a 33-31 halftime
advantage.
The last lead the
Knights held was 51-50
with 10:29 left to play.
The contest brought a
matchup of the top two
scorers in C-USA. Taylor
and Jackson. Both players
had an impact on each
other on both sides of the
court. Taylor's defense
held Jackson to 22 points
- right around his average entering the game of
22.6 - on 7-of-16 shooting.
Although Taylor was able
to knock down many
shots, he missed two critical jumpers because of
some solid defense by
Jackson in the final minute
when the result was still in
the balance.
The Knights have
slipped from second to
sixth place in C-USA in
just eight days. Their

VICTOR CALZADA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF head coach Kirk Speraw argues
with a referee in the first half.

schedule doesn't get any
easier as their next game
will come agamst secondplace 'Tulsa (17-8 overall, 73 in C-USA). But this
rocky road trip is over for
the Knights, which is
something they can be
happy about.
"I think we're a different team playing at home,"
Taylor said"... I think it's
good for us, coming off of
two tough road games, to
finally get home again."
The Knights and Golden Hurricane are scheduled to tip off at 7 p.m.
tomorrow inside the UCF
Arena.
\

•

•

·Home tourney next
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To l~atn more about the :U.S. Army
King at .877..8.44~7546, email wiJUa
bealtheilre.goarmy.com/fnfofc41l.

A.RMY STRONG:

Diana Rojas allowed
three earned runs on five
hits in 1.1 innings. Cole
came to relieve her in the
fourth,
pitching
2.2
innings and giving up an
earned run on three hits.
"Our intensity, our
whole feeling of being in
the game and being
aggressive in the game
just wasn't there," UCF
head coach Renee LuersGillispie said. "Pitching
was giving up a lot of
good pitches. North Florida is a tough team, and we

know, if we're not doing
what we need to defensively they are going to
take care of us."
The Knights are back
in action Friday as they
continue the homestand
at the UCF Softball Complex. They host the UCF
Early Bird Tournament,
where they take on Villanova at 3:30 p.m. and follow that up with a game
against Texas-Arlington
at 5:30 p.m.
On Saturday, they host
George Mason at 11 a.m.
and then face No. 11 Tennessee at 3:30 p.m.
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B-52s play the 'Blues'
Funplextour showcases _classic tunes, some new
SAMANTHA SCHROEDER
Cqntributing Writer

An aura of youthful
exuberance surrounded
the House of Blues last
Friday as the B-52s picked
up right where they left off
almost two decades ago.
The new-wave band,
named after a popular bee-

hive hairdo, performed a
mix of their 1980s pop staples such as "Love Shack"
and "Roam," along with
the title single off their latest album Fu.nplex.
The vibe of the show
was thrilling and gave
many life-long B-52s fans
the chance to see their
favorite teen band perform

for the first time. The energy of the band was dynamic as the band members
produced a double show of
visual and musical performance to an audience
that went wild during and
between every song.
The
performance

JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GIRL-POP ON A10

Keith Strickland (left), Kate Pierson (center) and Cindy Wilson (right) of the B·S2s
rock out at the House of Blues with unforgettable hits such as "Love Shack."

PLEASE SEE

Tampa gets taken
over by a horde of
pirates, partiers
and even some
UCF students
MIKE BALDUCCI
Contributing Writer

J

ust a week after Cardinals and Steelers fans invaded Tampa, the Bay area experienced a different type ofinvasion.
Gasparilla Pirate Fest set its sails for Tampa for its annual event Feb. 7. Gasparilla mixes Pirates of the
Canbbean style with a Mardi Gras atmosphere to recreate legendary Spanish pirate captain Jose Gaspar's
infamous invasions of the Florida coast
On Saturday, a representation of Gaspar's pirate ship unleashed its crew on a 3.5-mile stretch of Bayshore
Boulevard for a daylong parade.

Since 1904, the pirates have invaded Tampa Bay,
and every year the celebration gets a little bigger and
lasts longer. This year, the St. Petersburg Times reported more than 350,000 attendees, including many UCF
students.
Josh Given, a music and cinema studies major,
attended the event for his fifth time and said that it's a
day he looks forward to every year.
''It's a lot like tailgating in that everyone is there to
just have an awesome time," Given said "Everyone has
spirit. Everyone wants to get along with everybody,
and they all drop their worries for a day."
Captains Hook, Sparrow and Morgan were all welcome sights during the parade. Peg legs and eye
patches were as common as T-shirts and flip-flops, and
bandanas were as essential as oxygen.
Each float in the parade was manned by "Krewes"
of Tampa, armed with an array of beads to toss to the
masses. Dressed head to toe in buccaneer apparel,
Gasparilla attendees lined Bayshore Boulevard with
one goal in mind: to acquire as many beads as humanly possible.
UCF freshman Tori Christian said that catching beads is
an integral part of the day.
"I didn't catch many:' Christian said ''But my friend, about 50."
A Gasparilla veteran Tristan Hays
came prepared for the parade. Hays
said that flashy beads are much more
preferable tQ plain green or purple beads.
"It's all about the beads;' Hays said ''You've got
to come with the elaborate beads ready. Those get you
the most attention, and attention is what you need."
Aside from the beads tossed to the crowd, there are
a few other mainstays ofGasparilla. Namely, the exclusive house parties along Bayshore Boulevard and the
hour-long wait for the restrooms. Most important,
however. is the presence of pirates.
Armed with cutlasses and cannons, the pirates of
Gasparilla spent the day socializing rather than plundering. Running through the crowd, the swasbbuck-

lers threw their doubloons, showed off their parrots
and shared a few drinks.
For pirate lovers like Given, Gasparilla is more than
just an excuse to act like Jack Sparrow for a day.
''It's a great time to go back to your hometown and
meet up with your friends from high school;' Given, a
Tampa Bay native, said ''It's one big event in the middle ofthe state where everyone can meet up and have
a good time."
In typical pirate fashion, the parade isn't known for
being the most family-friendly event in Florida.
Despite the good spirits of the parade, the St. Petersburg Tunes reported two felony arrests and 73 misdemeanor charges.
Gasparilla attracts college
students from all over
Florida, so University of South
Florida students were
out in full
force. Despite
the festive environment, for UCF junior Alex Lavine,

At the
105th Gasparilla
Pirate Fest, one
fancy pirate atop
his float waves to
spectators.
PHOTOS BY
RAYMA JENKINS/
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE

Coffee
bar gets
several
tweaks
Natura offers up
music, art and more
JOSH BROWNE
Contributing Writer

One week ago I'd never been
inside, let alone heard of, Natura
Coffee and Tea - a coffee bar nestled in Collegiate Square across
the
street
from UCR
NATURA
Located in
'1
such a prime COFFEE & TEA
spot it's a
12078 Collegiate Way
wonder that Orlando, FL32817
more people (407) 482-5000
don't
know
about Natura
Coffee and Tea.
The minute I walked in I knew
there was something different
about this place.
It could have been the outlandishly decorated guitars hanging on the wall. It could have been
the paintings and drawings of
naked women that occupied the
wall It could have been the warm,
vibrant feeling that hit me when I
walked in and told me, "This looks
like a good place to chill for
tonight."
Or it could have been all of the
above.
Natura offers a wide selection
of assortments including hookah,
beer, coffee and tea (obviously).
wine and a variety of foods such as
quesadillas and hummus. Recently, the coffee bar has undergone
major renovations, revamping its
look and adding a relaxed but polished vibe to the venue. Some of
the staples of Natura hav~ stayed
the same. They still have two different types of hookah: premium
and home blend. The home blend hookahs are a little cheaper than
the premium and offer traditional
flavors such as double apple, grape
and peach. The premium, while
being a little more expensive, offer
unique flavors like strawberry
daiquiri, apple martini and pumpkin pie.
I couldn't help but notice the
different types ofbeer they have as
well, perfect for the coveted addition; a new bar.
Except for Heineken, Guinness
and Corona, I hadn't heard of any
of the beers that were stocked in
the refrigerator behind the bar.
One beer that caught my attention
was Boddington Pub Ale, solely
PLEASE SEE

Faris of a feather flock to see An~
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

Andrew Bird walked
out onstage at his sold-out
concert at The Plaza Theatre Friday night to an
overwhelming burst of
applause and shouts from
more than 850 fans. The
cheering continued as the
artist delicately picked up
his violin and started to
play.
Bird, an indie rock icon,
performed with folkinfused act Lonely, Dear
from Sweden as part of his
tour to promot~ the release

of his most recent album,
Noble Beast, which hit
stores on Jan. 20.
Bird is best known for
playing multiple instruments while onstage.
Throughout his performance, Bird jumped from
playing a guitar, violin and
xylophone, while singing
and whistling.
Though overshadowed
by Bird, his supporting
band, Martin Dosh, Jeremy
Ylvisaker and Mike Lewis,
played multiple instruments as well, such as
drums, bass, guitar and
saxophone.

"Well, that was fun,"
Bird announced to the
crowd in between songs. ''I
like playing music with my
friends."
' Bird opened his show
with
a
new
tune,
"Masterswarm," and continued to make his way
through most of the new
album, including a more
fast-paced. upbeat song for
Bird, "Not a Robot, But a
Ghost."
Alex Riehm, a 20-yearold anthropology major at
the University of Florida.
made the two-hour drive
from Gainesville with

some
friends
to see
Bird
for
the
first time.
"I haven't really heard
much of the new album
yet, but am looking forward to hearing some
here tonight," Riehm said
before the show. "But I
would love to hear some of
his old stuff. like 'Fake
Palindromes.' "
Riehm wasn't disapPLEASE SEE
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ONLINE COVERAGE
That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl
Love may be in the air, but some
people still think it stinks.. Read
our relationship gal's advice on
how to enjoy Valentine's Day.

QuickFlix
by William Goss
Hack, slash, repeat, terror awaits at
the box office this weekend with
new film Friday the 73th. Read our
film critic's review of the flick.

Modem Culture Shock
by Kris Kelly
Demo this! Read our culture guy's
review on the latest video game
demos, including Halo Wa~.
For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

Courtesy Summit Entertainment

CONFESSIONS OF ASHOPAHOLIC
(PG)
Rebecca Bloomwood is a fun-loving
girl who is really good at shopping. She
dreams of working for her favorite
fashion magazine, but can't quite get
her foot in the door- until she snags a
job for a financial magazine published
by the same company.
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Student art shown
FROM A9

active.
Natura offers four
for the design of its can. weekly events. Monday's
One customer described Film Night allows UCF
it as the signature UCF and Full Sail students to
beer because of its black showcase film projects.
and gold design. Another Thursday's Open Mic
thing I noticed was the Night boasts a top prize
lack of domestic beer, of three hours of profeswhich can perhaps be sional time in a recording
attributed to the recent studio. Sunday's DJ Night
change in ownership.
hosts art students from
Paula Phipps, a former UCF and their live art, set
record executive from the to the sounds of a DJ or
U.K., recently acquired acoustic act. Wednesday
the bar in September.
features jazz artists, and
"I wanted to open my the rest of the week is
own music venue with booked for live performlive music and not the ances from poetry readtypical Starbucks venue," ings to bands.
Phipps said The bar and
"It's a very relaxed
a bench in the back cor- atmosphere and has free
ner were built to further Wi-Fi if you want to hang
accommodate customers. out and study." Gabriella
All the paintings men- Soto, an early childhood
tioned before are new education major, said.
and are also on sale.
"Out of all the hookah
Natura is restructur- places, I like this one the
ing its lunch and dinner most because of the live
menus as well. Dishes are music and the people are
being taken off the menu very diverse."
in order to concentrate
If you're looking for an
on quality instead of alternative to Scoop or
quantity.
· The Library, then Natura
During the day Natura is where you want to be.
can be a place to come
Check out Natura's
and study or just kick MySpace
page
at
back and relax. At night, www.myspace.com/natthings get a little more uracoffeeandtea.

Girl-pop sounds rock out

•

FROM A9

kicked off the B-52s' 2009

'

4,

Funplex tour, and attracted

a diverse crowd, most
obvious by the audience
members' eccentric clothing. Weaved throughout
the crowd were women
clad in boots and fishnets,
go-go dresses, glittering
eyelashes and jewelry
made out of '45 record
accessories.
"You just don't know
when you're getting an
opportunity like
this
again," said Belinda Montgomery-Stevens, one of the
crowd's style eccentrics.
Even though the band
performed several songs to
promote Funplex, which
many fans weren't aware of
despite its not-so-recent
March 2008 release, the
sound and image of the B-

(

t,
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Kate Pierson, Cindy Wilson and Keith Strickland of the B-S2s rock out onstage.

52s held true to its roots.
The girl-pop electronic
rock music, with vocals by
Kate Pierson and Cindy
Wilson and spoken word
lyrics by Fred Schneider,
included cow bells and
even a glowing space gun.
UCF alumna Sandy
Russell looked giddy as she

stood at the front of the
stage, entranced with
excitement at the notion of
seeing the band that
inspired her love for music
when she was 15 years old.
"I'm excited," Russell
said. "It's great to introduce
a new generation to the B52s."

School rivalry alive at festival
FROM A9

Tampa is still enemy waters
fora Knight
Fresh off an upset of
Marquette University the

night before, USF Bulls fans
used their basketball victory
as ammo against Lavine.
"Some USF fans had a
few choice words for me,"
Lavine said "Don't care. We

beat them [in a basketball
game this season], and that
was enough retnbution"
Lavine said his discussion with the fans never
needed police intervention

•.

Directed by: PJ. Hogan
Starring: Isla Rsher, Joan Cusack, John

~~,

Goodman, Hugh Dancy, Krysten Ritter,John
Lithgow, Kristin Scott Thomas, Leslie Bibb,
Lynn Redgrave, Julie Hagerty, Fred Arrnisen,

UCF

INTERNATIONAL
SERVICES CENTER

()

Confessions of a Shopaholic
(PG) 12:05 12:50 2:45 4:20 5:20 7:00 8:00 9:35
10:40 12:10am

Friday the 13th (2009)
. (I!) 11:45am 1:05 2:15 4:15 4:45 6:50 7:25 9:20

9:5011:4512:15am
Giant Screen Showtimes
12:20 2:55 5:308:1010:3512:55am

JOSH BROWNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Information
Workshop

Natura offers patrons live music, special screenings and a hookah bar.

The International
(R) 12:0012:55 3:55 4:30 7:15 7:5510:1010:45
12:50am

Coraline
(PG) Digital 3D Showtimes
11 :40am 2:10 4:35 7:10 9:55 12:25am

He's Just Not That Into You
(PG-13) 12:35 1:00 3:50 4:40 6:45 7:40 9:40
10:3012:35am

Pink Panther 2
(PG) 2:30 4:10 4:50 7:30 9:25 10:00 12:20am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio
Showtimes 11:55am

Push
(PG-13) 11:3Sam2:204:557:4510:25

NewinTown
(PG) 12:30

Taken
(PG-13) 12:2512:45 2:405:106:557:3510:05
11:5012:30am

The Uninvited
(PG-13) 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:0510:2012:40am

Underworld: Rise of the Lycans
(R) 3:05 7:059:4512:05am

Hotel fur Dogs
(PG) 11 :45am 2:35 5:15 7:35

Paul Blart Mall Cop
(PG) 11:50am 2:25 5:05 8:1511:00

Bride Wars
{PG) 10:55

Gran Torino
(R) 12:40 4:25 7:50 10:50

Twilight
(PG-13) 4:00 9:30 12:40am

Slumdog Millionaire
(R) 12:104:057:2010:15
-

Listings for Friday, Feb. 13

Songs fly with fans
FROM A9

pointed. Bird played not
only "Fake Palindromes"
but also many other
songs off his older
albums, as well.
"Tables and Chairs,"
from Bird's 2005 release,
Andrew Bird & The Mysterious Production ofEggs
got most of the sit-down
crowd off its feet, and the
song "Plasticities," off of
his 2007 album, Armchair
Apocrypha, kept them
dancing.
"It's amazing how
effortless he makes his
performance
seem,"
Riehm said. "I will definitely see him again and
again."
Before the show, fans
new and old waited in a

line
that
wrapped
through The Plaza Theatre parking lot and
around the side of the
building.
Stephen Garza, a 21year-old music major at
Stetson University, made
sure he was first in line.
"Yve been a huge fan of
Andrew Bird since 2004,"
Garza said. "This is the
first time rn see him live."
Erica Bass, a 20-yearold nutrition major from
UF,
said
she
was
impressed with Bird's live
performance.
"He's just so passionate," she said. "This concert was a great way to
really be introduced to
Andrew Bird's music."
Bird's national tour
continues through May.

Barbara Ying Center
Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009
Time: 12:00 p.m. - 1 :30 p .m

<)

_,

This workshop is for international students,
scholars, faculty, and staff who want to learn about
the U.S. tax system and tax return filing guidelines.

emptfans
0
C

•

For more information contact ISC at (407) 823-2337 or visit www.intl.ucf.edu
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

'
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by' donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

_

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
_
w~dciplasma.~m
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

,r

j

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewsP.apers.com/dassifieds
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100
. Asst ~4Qw perday$12AY.
Previous olllce exp. helpful Duties
Incl. doc seaming, fiffng, report
prep. &mail n!SU11e to

albat@mbcnerco.com
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential.No
Experiau:l Nea3ssay. Traiir9
Provided. /l(J8 18 + OK 00'.>-9656520 x 107.
Open Posioon on ExEnJtive
Brmch, l.ajslativea!m;, Colege
of Al1s & 1-k.manties Seat also
avai
LCF SGA. ~ in
SGAoffioe, Stu:lent u-ion, Rm214
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SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed i:Jr .
Cenlral Florida Fuue &
Serrirde Omride. Sales
Experiau:l Prerened, Flextlle
SctleciE, Great Cqxll1uity!
Lool<rgi:Jr~

.I
.I

I

reia:lle, eneigeoc pers::ll110

•

SB.L SB.LSB.1-! Emai rest.me
.rd avaia::ityt:>:
Trishal@Knigltnewspapel.rom

.

Oflreassis1ant\Na1tecl. Musthave
friemy .rd prof. demeam PTf l
avai. Pay dela11 li1ecl by qtJcfi::ations.
AwY orine at sha1<sarlnimowsoom

··1
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•

Wa,ted i:attirre Na-nylo care
for tv.o 10dder boys (a;ies 2 & 1) a
. few days av.eel< in W1111er Park
8:u:aoon bcd<got..rd µ-eferred.
Refereroes req.ired. Conta::t
Kaly at Kales2579@a:il.rom.

-SewrlWea<s
-Room and Bead lrduded
Get Paid 1D Playl
The Fbooa Elks YOUlh Garfl) (FEYC)
needs male .rd female St.nmer call)
Colnsebrs a;ies 18 .rd t.p. FEYC is
an overriglt carrp localed off of
1-iglway 450 i1 Umatila, R.. The
ca-rp n.ns Ju,e athJliy 25th. Please
a.na::t Krys Rajarxl at ID)-623-1673
ext 251 or 352-455--4267

125
Calfor[)etals

407~
Chislian rmistry needs PT
"c:x:>rM:JrSalio pa1ners" uforegl
slu:lents. Rex. hrs $9,h; rrustbe
decicaled Chistial. 407-273-4454.

Big Brain VVor1<l Corrputer Scieroe,
Malh, & ErtjneemJ ~ Waited.
PTfl AA:ied Reseffl:hAsrociales.
- Please emai ~@araoom

Selling Somethirg? With ou-85%
sucoess rale, it's as good as !:PJS! To
~ an oo cal 407-447-4555 or qp,
www.knightnewspapercomtlassifieds

SuwyTakers Needed:
Make~25 per SlM3'f.

IRING

•

POOI.SIDE SERVERS8 needed, no experience
necessary
We ore looking for personable teamplayers with positive, cooperative
attitudes and a willingness to learn.
We offer a competitive hourly rote
and free employee meals.

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700 - -

www.workforstudents.com

THE NEW!

.,
•

•

•
•

..•,
•

RRE YOUR BOSSI! Simple
syslEm that requires no selling
or explalnlng. Wortc at home,
full trainng & support by seJf
made millional11!S. Call S00.224fli117. Don't Belielle...Don't Call

A
B

8

For Sale: General

A

forSale:Pets
Services

A
B
A
B
B

Announcemen1s
Travel'
Worship

800 Miscellaneous

B

900 Wanted

B

~Homes

MF wa1Ed 280128ATvvnl-m,W/0, M,Nv,09:lW.
Non Srroker;$45Gtro + vr ,
cal l3rarrlJn 321-696-7317 or
Jeriffer 321-297-6604

L.ookrg i:Jr 1 or 2 female

roorrmates. Rent is a flat $450.
Great r,eg rohood. AVf'JJ.
ROOMS 4 RENT, $450t- util. spit
Lease llEgllialje, 2400sqft hxJse.
FREE uli's i:Jr rmlh of FEB, W/0,
pool, yad, furished 917-406-4920

Rooo1 aval in 4,2 in ~
Lakes. $299 i:w fee paa u;uu!
Rent is $530 per month incW
utiities. Cal 239-398-'3931

700tno util indl.doo. Cal (954)
557-4231
i1kJrrnation.

u

Gra:l.Jalin;j i1 DecerrtJer?
2 Rooms, Mf; Lease Ll1lil 12/31
HUGE 4/.3Avalon Pai< home.
CleEr1 & 0-iet, $490kno + l.iities

Just Reru:ed! $159,9000Nner
kx>ki'g at All_ offers. 3J2 i1
VVn:rg Greek Call Tanya,Remax
at407-625-2719
.

5

2
2 9
3

.8

7 1

·----

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

5 .............
9
.

6

1

7

6

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at Vl(WW.Sudoku.com

ACROSS

1 More hackneyed
7 Loopy
11 Golf org.

2005 Joh1 Deere Excavalor 50C
+ 5 Bu:.kels irdu:led, Perfect
Corrltion, Only $5f,OO, pc:11.fes
at dav44c@gmai.rom, oonta:.t
8774484352
UCF />(r Foroe ROTC y.:rd sale!
~}O.J'troof:sSa!uday,
Feb. 14, 7:00AM1oroon!@2713
W i d T ~ BM:l. 01cn:b, FL
32828
Serirg Somethirg? With our 85%
sucoess rale, it's as good as !:PJS! To
~ an

oo c:all 407-447-4555 or qp,

www.knigltrewspaper.comtlassifieds

ATTEND COi.LEGE ONLINE from
Home. "Mecbll, '&Jsress,
"Pi:raega!, *CorrpJters, "Omnal
.AJstice. . k b ~
assistn:le. Corrputer avalciJle.
Rna'rial Ao if qualified.
GaD (866)85&2121
www.CentuaOnine.oom.

14 Play an
improper card
1 S Enthusiastic
16 Battering tool
17 Less than 100
shares of stock
18 Drastically
20 Med. scan
21 Raven's call
23 Tablelands
24 Legendary coach
27 Orion feature
30 Boyfriend
31 Scull propeller
32 Walking sticks
33 Utmost extent
35 Snort before
bedtime
37 OED's category
40 "School of
Athens" painter
42 Hosp. areas
43 Panhandle city
45 Actor Chaney
47 Municipal
48 Diminutive
creature
so Easy wins
54 Boy with a bow
55 Merchant's
partner in films
57 Counter
59 Big time unit
60 Make free
61 Possible course
of events
64 Do up
66 "Ben67 Capitalof West
Germany
68 Relaxing
69 Bradley and
Begley
70 Cogito _ sum
71 Land

DOWN
Female roomale i:Jr 212.5 ooncb
witlin walkirg dstanre of UCF.

7

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column ·a nd 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

CROSSWORD

Avalon Pa-k,41.31.2 TO'Mlhome,
µivate patio, greati:Jr shaTr,;J,
wak t:> poo1, dose 1o a1, ro. free
d:JI, $ 1300month; cal 407Jf:57-

NW wailed forfi.mished :Y.2 home
on lake. Wmled Corm,, 6 mlns ID
UCF. $500'mo Incl. utll Non-Smoker, sec sys, pool & 1ennls.
Availablelnniediall!ly
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448

©

5 3

9

$I3

suldolku

4

4 3

8914758

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

................
al02Joh1 Deere6420 Mf'MI,
640 loocler, Diesel Engi1e HP:90, $5700 delais .rd pc:11.fes at
rob42d@gmai.oom or (720}-

~
$}9

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

2

9
1 4

3J2 Mn.mdued Home. Big,
1600&lft. RedJced 1D $34,CXX>
Marry~- Wei Mantai1ed
SµJt Plan. ~
ildu:led.
Saeened Porch, 2 Pools, Close 10
Lx::F, Valencia, .rd A+ gooe
sch:xJls. ONn oont rent Cal 321276-7722.

m, FOR RENT:

Smaller bcim $350 772-618--3737

•

,.

A

275 Sublease
300 for Sale: Homes

350
375
400
500
600
700

lrrmed. Call 407-4<n-31fY

Lifeguards &
Poolside Service Staff

•

I •

<iil.eseant.p1D38q:m 1i2'.;pln
increase a/fJfY 60K niles.
Averega 2,800 mies-1M9ek. COL-A
req,jed. www.µl--irc.oom Cal
(877)740-6262.

Room For Rent $425

LIFEGUARDS5 needed with current
American Red Cross Certification and CPR for the
Professional Rescuer

•

B

325 for Sale: Automotive

8m Money VVl'ie You IJrM3
Use YO\.r \kn:le /ls a 11/dJie
Bil:Joard

lf },OU're g:xxl CD116 v.uk with the
BEST. Staks & Mmcms Swin

.

225 for Rent: Apartmen1s
250 Roommates

Rate

2382 or 917-682-0414

Swim lnstrudors/Manag

•

100
125
150
175
200

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-rone C
Help Wanted: Full-Ttme C
Business Opportunities B
for Rent: Homes
B

-$2100
-Co-EdCa-rp

Pla::e },Or oo in minutest
·Gal 407-447-4555 or enler oliine at
www.Krql1Newspapers.cxirn.tlassffie

Sch:xJl FT/PT $11-$14tT. WiTran.
(407} 699-1992
www.shal<sa1ctrn1cmrom

DlilA3r- Join PTl.1Dday! Cor1-pa1y

SUmmerJobs

GelPaKIToTli1k.rom

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

5

CPA Rnn needs PIT Admin

•

t-

111.

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

,, •

•

I'

A&J "'1c7llas wit be in 01ard:>

area kx>ki'g for a loa:I IDwcvds
NastMle or Sll10ll1Ci-g cities on
Feb. 161h WiD make a great deal!
615"349-5847
Pla::e },Or oo in mirutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter onu,e at
www.Knig11Newspapercx:imtlassified
Good Shephen:l Parish Festival
5900 Oleerder Dr, Or1arm, FL
February 19th - 22rd - Pircde on
Satutlay, February 21 at 2 pm

Free Pdmssion. ooes (LfflTlila:l
ooe arni:>cn:ts 10 J:)Jdlase), food,
gcrnes and live en1Ertainment

1
2
3
4
s
6
7

Walks heavily
Pick again
Ms. Gandhi
Part of GTE
Self-absorbed
Change prices
Element
classification

2/13/08

C 2009 Trib1..ine Media S.-vices, Inc.
Au rights reserved.

8 Angel G·abriel's
salutation
9 Accepted as
fact
1 O Citrus drinks
11 Dignified bearing
12 Part of m.p.g.
13 Writer Tan
19 Moroccan
capital
22 Relative
pronoun
25 Sermon subject •
26 Bilbo Baggins'
portrayer
28 Regan's father
29 Cooking meas.
32 Disinfect. as
pool water
34 Actor Linden
36 Become a jelly
37 Speed along
38 Eastern ruler
39 Ones with a bias
41 Making folds
44 Already up
46 11
49 Cost to play

51 Human
52 Man with a
mission?
53 Greenstreet o f
Hollywood
55 Peer among
peers

56 Until now
58 Infant
61 Personal
pronoun
62 Bovine's chew
63 Lennon's Yoko
65 Red or Yellow

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

Homeless? Stay Here! UCPs best~ 1D
fird a pa;e 1D s1ay! Also v'ew all oos oro'ine
atwww.UCFnelNs.cornkla5Sified

Need G~Artistlo tun oeas
in10 ~ sm-pes. Must work
fast .rd axuralety. Great rest.me
bulder1 GaD And. 940-704-6138

A12

February 13, 2009 • (enttal '1oriba :future

www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com

)

rJ

)

)

')

•

111
THE
•
•
•

•

VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE
2913 Einstein Way J407.384.7080
thevillageatsclencedrive.com

')

